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Appendix 

 

Appendix 1. List of Jargon and meaning 
 

 
 

No List of 
Jargons 

Form Meaning of Jargons 

1 ADR Abbreviation Average Daily Rate means the total rooms where sold 
per day 

2 B&B Abbreviation Breakfast and Bed means package of the room which 
include breakfast 

3 BAR Acronym Best Available Rate means the best price of the room 
that are often booked even the guest booked in short 
lead booking 

4 Benchmark Word Benchmark means the best staff as a standard model in 

a team 

5 Black out date Phrase Black out date means the date was booked by the other 

customer and cannot be booked by the other customer. 

6 Blagging Word Blagging means the way how the staff compromise to 
the guest in order to qualify as a potential buyers. 

7 Budget Word Budget means amount of income that had been 
achieved. 

8 C/O Abbreviation CO has a meaning where the guest have to leave the 

hotel because of expired the room and they have to 

inform to the receptionist that they will not extend the 

room rent, which means the guest will do check out or 

CO. 

9 C/T Abbreviation C/T a meaning where the guests not has qualified 

requirements but they are given the opportunity by the 

Hotel to join the presentation of Karma’s tour 

10 Catch Word Catch means something that hidden by the staff. 

11 CB Abbreviation CB has a meaning as a bonus for the staff. 

12 COS Acronym Cost of Sales means the cost of Sales and Marketing 
department in doing their duty 
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No List of 
Jargons 

Form Meaning of Jargons 

13 CPT Abbreviation CPT has a meaning as a charge when the guest join the 

tour. Each of guest who are interest for the hotel 

presentation have to pay the tour for the explanation and 

it is called ―CPT‖ or Cost Per Tour. 

14 CR Abbreviation Contract Rate means the price of the product which is 
agreed by the team 

15 DBB Abbreviation Dinner, Bed, and Breakfast means the type of room 
which is including breakfast and dinner. 

16 DGR Abbreviation DGR has a meaning as a list or schedule of the guest 

who are stay in Karma Kandara. Usually those guest 

register include time when the guest check-in, check- 

out, and name of the guest. 

17 DM Abbreviation Direct Marketing means the ways of offering a product 
directly 

18 DS Abbreviation Direct Selling means the way of selling a product 
directly 

19 DSR Abbreviation DSR has a meaning as a daily report of staff. Each of 

staff will has a report every day on their job as a note for 

the team, then the report will be given to the manager of 

sales to fix the report in certain day. 

20 DU Acronym Day Use means over stay in the hotel and will be given 
the charge of day use. 

21 EO Abbreviation Event Organizer means the organization which is 
handling the event 

22 ETA Abbreviation Estimate Time Arrival means the presupposition to the 
guest arrival to the hotel that had booked the room 

23 F&B Abbreviation Food & Beverage means a department that take care of 
food and beverage 

24 Five stars Phrase Five stars means rate of quality of the hotel, it denote 

the quality of the hotel from standard into high quality. 

25 Flogging data Phrase Flogging data means make a fake customer’s data in 

order to adjust the standard of Hotel. 

26 Flybuys Compounding Flybuys has a meaning as a way in selling the product 
through the internet. 
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No List of 
Jargons 

Form Meaning of Jargons 

27 FOC Acronym FOC has a meaning as complimentary which is given 

from the hotel to the customer as an additional bonus. 

28 GP Abbreviation GP has a meaning where the guest are including two 

family in one tour. It means two family are joining the 

presentation in the same time, its call garden party or 

GP. 

29 HO Acronym HO has a meaning as someone who has membership 

card as a Karma family (card of membership) 

30 Icebreaking Compounding Icebreaking  has  a  meaning  as  a  small talk  which is 
usually used by staff of marketing in handling the guest. 

31 KRG Abbreviation KRG has a meaning as the name of group business of 

Karma 

32 MTD Abbreviation MTD has a meaning as achievement which is reported 

until certain of date. Usually, the staff will be asked for 

the report of the achievement from the first date until the 

day where is determined by the manager and it is calls 

MTD or Mount to Date. 

33 NQ Abbreviation NQ has a meaning as a mark of the guest who are not 

qualified in joining the presentation in Karma’s tour. 

34 NRA Abbreviation NRA has a meaning where the guest are ready to join the 

presentation but the sales or staff do not ready to do the 

presentation. 

35 OO Acronym Out of Order means the room which is not ready to be 

sale because of broken. 

36 OPC Abbreviation OPC has a meaning where the staff or team who has 

duty or job in promoting the product to the customer 

directly. 
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Jargons 

Form Meaning of Jargons 

37 Pax Word Pax means the number of people who are booked the 

room. It can be 2 person, 3 person, etc 

38 Pitch Word Pitch means the staff ways to approach the customer in 

order to buy the product that deliver by the staff. 

39 PMA Abbreviation PMA has a meaning where the manager desire each of 

staff to have good character which means have high 

motivation and positive attitude in doing their job. In 

Karma Kandara, those thing are usually called PMA or 

Positive Mental Attitude. 

40 Point Word Point means amount of weeks, it is a substitute from a 

set of week. 

41 POS Acronym Point of Sales means the number of room sales or 
package sales which is form of bills and settlements. 

42 PR Abbreviation Public Relation means the staff who has duty in taking 
care of business 

43 Prospect Word Prospect means prospective buyers or potential buyer 

that has qualified as Karma Kandara’s target market. 

44 PS Abbreviation Peak Season means the high season or where many 
people in a holiday and booked the room. It may cause 
over 80% rooms are sold. 

45 Q&A Abbreviation Q&A   has   a   meaning   as   question   and   answer or 

discussion among the Karma group of head department. 

46 Q1 Abbreviation Q1 has a meaning as the guest who are identified as a 

qualify guest and has a lot of money to joining the 

presentation. In Karma Kandara those guest are called 

Q1. 

47 QT Abbreviation QT has a meaning as mark of the guest who are has 

qualified requirement or data to join a presentation in 

Karma’s tour. 

48 Recap Clipping Recap has a meaning as a huge note of activity sales and 
marketing every month. 
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Jargons 

Form Meaning of Jargons 

49 Rep Clipping Rep has a meaning as the staff who represents the other 
group of staff when in meeting or when in attending the 
event. 

50 Resv Clipping Reservation means a system in booking the room before 
doing a payment. 

51 REX Acronym REX has meaning as a department which has 

responsibility in exchanging the membership of the 

customers. 

52 RS Abbreviation RS has a meaning where the guest bought the room at 

particular day but they decide to change the day and they 

will make the new schedule to take or buy the room. 

53 RT Abbreviation RT has a meaning as a mark of the guest who are refuse 

the presentation. Generally, the guest who are refuse the 

presentation because of the guest reject the presentation 

even though they has qualified requirements to joining 

the presentation. 

54 S&M Abbreviation Sales & Marketing means a department where take care 
in selling and promoting the product. 

55 SEAP Acronym SEAP has a meaning as regional of Karma group 

existence in Asia. 

56 SPIF Acronym SPIF has a meaning as a special bonus for the special 

staff who has a good performance. 

57 SQ Abbreviation SQ has meaning as a best quality of room in Karma 

Kandara Hotel. 

58 Swing out Phrase Swing out means the way of staff to change the topic in 

order to make the customer still interest to the topic. 

59 Tandem Word Tandem means the technic that used by the manager in 

order to combine the junior staff and the senior staff in 

certain location, it aimed to teach junior staff from the 
senior staff. 
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No List of 
Jargons 

Form Meaning of Jargons 

60 TO Acronym TO has a meaning as the way of switching the clients to 

the manager from the staff in order to get more assure. 

61 Tours Word Tours means presenting the material to the guest who 

had been interested to the item that explained by the 

staff. 

62 Volume Word Volume means amount of sales that had sold by the staff 

per month 

63 VPG Abbreviation VPG has a meaning as average of revenue obtained from 

the prospect guest. 

64 WI Acronym Walk In means the guest comes to the hotel and booked 
the room directly. 

65 WZ Abbreviation WZ has a meaning as a zone where the staff are doing 
their duty. 
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Appendix 2. Documentation 
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Appendix 3. Blueprint and Interview guide 

 

 
Blueprint of Interview guide 

 

No Description Indicator No. 

Item 

1 Allan and Burridge 

(2006: 56) 
stated that jargon is a 
special 

a. Jargon is special 
language / language 

1,2,3,4,5 

 language that usually 
used in 

particular contexts 

such as trade, 

profession or other 

group. 

variety that usually used 

in particular context 

 

2 Andrews (2009) 

stated that, meaning 

means the way how 

the speaker used their 

language to make the 

hearer and listener 

understand about the 

jargon. 

a. Meaning refers to the way 

how the speakers 

produce or deliver their 

language to make the 

listener understand the 

jargon 

6,7,8 

 

Interview guide 

1. Do you know what the jargon it is? 

2. Does in your department have some jargon? 

3. Could you mention the example of jargons? 

4. Are you familiar with the jargon in Sales and marketing? 

5. Could you mention the jargon? 

6. Do you know about the meaning of the jargon 

that you use in Sales and Marketing? 

7. Do you understand about the jargon that you used? 

8. Do you understand about the jargon that you heard from the other 

staff? 
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Appendix 4. Checklist 

 

No Jargon Yes No 

1. BAR √  

2. EO √  

3. C&B (or C and B)  √ 

4. CDP1  √ 

5 COS √  

6 DBB √  

7 DND  √ 

8 F&B √  

9 Fam Tour/Trip  √ 

10 Pax √  

11 Ppl  √ 

12 Resv √  

13 S&M (or S and M) √  

14 Sous Chef  √ 

15 B&B √  

16 Agr  √ 

17 Half-board  √ 

18 Misc.   √ 
 

19 ADR √  

20 DBR  √ 

21 DL  √ 

22 DNCO  √ 

23 Master Key  √ 

24 Grand Master / 

Emergency Key 

 √ 

25 Amenity:   √ 

26 Buffing  √ 

27 Mitering  √ 

https://setupmyhotel.com/homepage/hotel-management-glossary/misc.html
https://setupmyhotel.com/homepage/hotel-management-glossary/grand-master.html
https://setupmyhotel.com/homepage/hotel-management-glossary/amenity.html
https://setupmyhotel.com/homepage/hotel-management-glossary/buffing.html
https://setupmyhotel.com/homepage/hotel-management-glossary/mitering.html
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28 Make up  √ 

29 KOT  √ 

30 POS - √  

31 Runner -  √ 

32 Baked -   √ 

33 Broiled -   √ 

34 Grilled   √ 
 

35 Roasted -   √ 

36 Steamed  √ 

37 AP  √ 

38 EP  √ 

39 MAP  √ 

40 ( CP )   √ 

41 Skipper -  √ 

42 ACC -   √ 

43 ppc (pay per click)  √ 

44 Seo (search engine 

optimization) 

 √ 

45 Tvc (television 

commercial) 

 √ 

46 ATL ( above the line)  √ 

47 Cpa (cost per action)  √ 

48 Ugc (user generated 

content) 

 √ 

49 Crm (customer 

relationship 

management) 

 √ 

50 DM (direct marketing) √  

51 PR (public relation) √  

52 DS (direct selling) √  

https://setupmyhotel.com/homepage/hotel-management-glossary/make-up.html
https://setupmyhotel.com/homepage/hotel-management-glossary/point-of-sale-systems.html
https://setupmyhotel.com/homepage/hotel-management-glossary/runner.html
https://setupmyhotel.com/homepage/hotel-management-glossary/bake.html
https://setupmyhotel.com/homepage/hotel-management-glossary/barbecue.html
https://setupmyhotel.com/homepage/hotel-management-glossary/roasted.html
https://setupmyhotel.com/homepage/hotel-management-glossary/steamed.html
https://setupmyhotel.com/homepage/hotel-management-glossary/european-plan.html
https://setupmyhotel.com/homepage/hotel-management-glossary/modified-american-plan.html
https://setupmyhotel.com/homepage/hotel-management-glossary/continental-plan.html
https://setupmyhotel.com/homepage/hotel-management-glossary/skipper.html
https://setupmyhotel.com/homepage/hotel-management-glossary/acc.html
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53 ADR (average daily rate) √  

54 AR (adjoining rooms)  √ 

55 Drr ( daily revenue report) √  

56 Du ( day use) √  

57 OTA ( online travel agent)  √ 

58 ETA (estimate time 

arrival) 

√  

59 OO (out of order) √  

60 WI (walk in) √  

61 CR (contract rate) √  

62 FB (fully booked) √  

63 PS (peak season) √  

64 Roh (run of house)  √ 

 

 


